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South Carolina's trout season opens January 1 and hardy anglers can catch mid-winter trout in streams like
this one.
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I wonder what's become of Joe's buddy. I don't
know who is he and the closest I came to meeting him
was hearing him splashing around in a pinoak flat off
Persanti Island last December. But wherever he is I
wish him good hunting and many years of it, for he's
a rare sportsman.
Hal Steele and myself had put out some decoys in
knee-deep water off a ridge that had not been covered
by the rising reservoir and Hal-no amateur with the
duck call-was carrying on a confidential conversation
with some wary mallards. They were nervous but interested and the wide circles were getting smaller
when we heard this fellow splashing slowly through
the Hooded Hat, out of sight in the thick cover. The
ducks would soon be circling over him and knowing
the wild-shooting ideas of most Santee-Cooper duck
hunters we expected him to start blasting when they
got within 200 yards. But the splashing ceased and he
apparently hid himself, for the ducks came right over
him in easy range-and he didn't shoot. How many
duck hunters would refrain from shooting ducks coming into the decoys of another hunter; and not on a
private club where some courtesy is expected but on
public water? The mallards came on in ( as usual, I
missed) and the unknown gentleman began splashing
off, every now and then calling, "Joe, Joe, where are
you?"
Hal, who's a federal game management agent,
turned to me and said; 'Tm glad he didn't come up
here. I'd hate to check a fell ow like that and find he
didn't have a license or duck stamp."
As I said, I never even saw Joe's buddy, and I don't
know who "Joe" is-but I hope he's as fine a sportsman
as his buddy. We could use plenty more like him. E. F.
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THE COVER
This turkey gobbler, in good condition except for on e broken w ing fea ther, flies
from his carryin g cage to his n ew h ome in Chester County. Su itable upsta te a reas
are being res tocked with turkeys from the Francis Marion .
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Here's the heart of the turkey refuge-the Wambaw Creek area. Big timber with plenty of clearings makes
this ideal habitat and Nature has been helped out with the establishment of food patches .

Francis Marion Preserve
Objectives Are Achieved
The Francis Marion Wild Turkey
Project, embracing 60,000 acres of
the Francis Marion National Forest
Wildlife Preserve in Charleston and
Berkeley counties, is considered by
game men to be one of the finest
projects of its kind in the nation.
Since 1951 the project has been in
charge of Herman L. Holbrook and
the accompanying article is a condensation of a paper that he presented at the Eleventh Annual Conference of the Southeastern Association of Game and Fish Commissioners
in Mobile last October.
In addition to his work as project
leader, Holbrook has taken some of
the finest color pictures of the wild
turkey ever taken, some of them being reproduced in the December 23rd
issue of Sports Illustrated.

.

When the U. S. Forest Service and
the S. C. Wildlife Resources Department entered into a corporative agreement in June, 1948, for the Department to undertake a game management program on the newly created
Francis Marion National Forest Wildlife Preserve the two agencies had
several objectives in view.
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These objectives were : (1) to insure
the perpetuation of the native strain
of eastern wild turkey; (2) to increase
the number of turkeys, deer and other
game to provide an overflow onto
surrounding lands, both public and
private, so as to improve hunting;
(3) to produce game for restocking
other suitable sections of the State;
and (4) to fulfill a portion of the need
for good public hunting.
The preserve, with its adjacent cooperative wildlife management area,
contains 60,000 acres of diversified
cover, including dense bays, gum and
cypress swamps, hardwood transitions
and pine uplands in South Carolina's
famous low-country. It has been divided into two units for management
purposes-the Waterhom tract and
the Wambaw tract.
The Waterhorn tract contains 17,000 acres with no private holdings or
public roads and is entirely surrounded by a 26-mile stock proof
fence, enclosing the project area's

best turkey range. Since livestock can
be excluded, this has been the area of
most intensive development, the management consisting chiefly of clearing,
planting, prescribed burning and protection, along with a very limited
amount of predator removal. Three
hundred and fifty acres of clearings
have been created, consisting of 179
fields and two rights-of-way. Around
225 acres of permanent and annual
pasture, chufas, corn and brown top
millet are planted and maintained
each year, the remainder left as unsown openings.
Prescribed burning of all pine lands
is accomplished on a three-year rotation, since heavy undergrowth does
not make good turkey range. Domestic stock destructive to plantings have
been controlled, nearly 800 feral hogs
having been removed since 1948. In
addition, large numbers of raccoons
have been live trapped and released
in up-state counties, where they are
highly regarded as game animals. Although there are numberous wildcats
on the area, there has b een little evidence of predation on turkeys. Bald
eagles, great horned owls and golden
eagles, take a few turkeys but not
enough to warrant any c o n t r o l
measures.

Population High
The Waterhorn tract now has very
high populations of both wild turkeys
and deer, so much so that competition
for native and cultivated foods has
become severe. It is from this tract
that deer and wild turkeys have been
trapped for release in other areas.
The 43,000 acres of the Wambaw
tract has several private holdings and
public roads and contains a diversified assortment of both very good and
poor turkey range. Until a recently
passed stock law was put into effect
it was heavily used by both cattle
and hogs, the latter still plentiful and
eliminating the use of some of the
most valuable food crops.
Management practices have been
similar to those on Waterhorn, with
156 acres of clearings created as 47
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE
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fields and three rights-of-way. About
75 acres of permanent and annual
pasture are planted and maintained
each year. The prescribed burning is
done by the Forest Service in its timber management program. This tract
now supports good populations of
deer and turkeys are plentiful in some
sections.
PERPETUATION: The present
high population of wild turkeys places
the project well past the state necessary "to insure the perpetuation of the
native wild turkey," one of the primary objectives. (While Holbrook
was photographing and observing
from a blind last year he counted 83
wild turkeys using a three-acre chufa
field on one occasion.)
OVERFLOW: The movement of
turkeys and deer onto surrounding
lands has been satisfactory and hunting all around the preserve has improved. Both of the counties bordering it have a deer season of four and
one-half months, and turkey seasons
of two and three months. Since about

half of the 60-mile boundary borders
on open National Forest land, the
hunting pressures are heavy. This,
coupled with bag limits of five bucks
and five gobblers, results in a heavy
take.
LIVE TRAPPING: The aim of the
live trapping work 'has been to restock deer and turkey in all sections
of the State where adequate food,
cover and protection are available.
To date, deer have been live trapped
and released on five Sumter National
Forest areas and one State Game
Management area. These deer were
captured and moved with the standard box traps and equipment, but it
is planned to change to the dart gun
technique during the coming year.
The chemically treated darts, fired
with a powerful airgun, paralyze the
deer and the results from other states
have been gratifying. The box traps
are similar to huge rabbit gums, but
with drop-doors at each end.
One hundred and eighty deer have
been trapped and released. Three of

the releases have been successful and
the outlook for the remaining two is
good, a 1t h o u g h they are not old
enough for the results to be definite.
(Table 1.)
Live trapping of turkeys for restocking began in 1951, the first turkeys being taken with stationary pentype traps. A cannon-projected waterfowl net was then secured from the
Fish and Wildlife service, and after
several trials and experiments a new
net, embodying several changes, was
acquired. The net is 50 feet wide and
30 feet deep.
Two hundred and forty-one turkeys
have been trapped and released in
eight major releases. Four are considered successful, one a failure and
the remainder are still uncertain.
(Table 2.)
Raccoon trapping has been carried
on primarily to protect plantings of
corn and ch u fas in the Waterhorn
area and 892 coons have been released in Greenwood, Abbeville, An(Continued on page 16)

TABLE I
DEER RELEASE RESULTS

Nameancl
County

Status

I
I
I

Sumter
NF

Long Cane .. .. ....
Edgefiel:l. . . . . . .

Quarterly
Date

I
I
I No.
I

Dec. 1951
Mar. 1952

I
I
I Buck
I

14
14

2
7

McCormick

........

...
Clemson . . . . . . . . .
Pickens ..... ...... . .. ..
Oconee ... .. ....... . . .

Stomp Sprs . .... . . . .
Newberry
. . . . . ....

.

Laurens

Clemson
GMA

Mar. 1954

Sumter
NF

Mar. 1955
Mar. 1956

..... . ..... . .

Parson's Mtn.
.. .
Greenwood ... .. ......
Abbeville . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McCormick .. .. . ......

Sumter
NF

Mar. 1956

.. . ..
. . .

.

.

. . . . .

Sumter
NF

Mar. 1957

I
I
I

Present
Trend

12
7

Occasional

Increasing
Rapidly

None

Increasing

19

10

3

7

54

17
4

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

II

-

21
10

12

33

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

sJccessful
(2)

I

33
0

-

I
I

27

Highly
Successful
( 1)

I

I
50
4

Evaluation

9

31

1,

Prerelease
Occurrence

28

I

I
Enoree Rv.
Union . . . .
Laurens

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-

Doe

None

Increasing

Occasional

Increasing

I
I

21

I
15

Successful

II
I
I

None

Increasing

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

Successful
(3)

Uncertain

I

I

( 1) Population estimate of biologist in charge, Paul Shrauder, is 600. Th e first controlled hunt was h eld in D ecember. See article by Shrauder in this
issue.
( 2) Drive census on 375 acres of this 10,000-acre area yielded ten deer.
( 3) Difficult dog •ituation is being encountered on this area.
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The work carried on in this experimental pond at Bears Bluff Laboratories has proved that oysters can be

economically produced in small saltwater impoundments. (Photo by Ben Heyward .)

Pond Culture Of Oysters
At Bears Bluff Promising

•

Experimental cultivation of oysters
in small ponds at Bears Bluff Laboratories has been resumed, thanks to a
$15,000 grant from the Charleston
Scientific and Cultural Educational
Fund to Director G. Robert Lunz.
The grant will be spread over three
years and will allow the employment
of additional personnel to carry on
the work.
The pond culture of oysters was begun by Lunz in 1944 but had been
practically abandoned since 1950, due
to lack of funds and personnel and a
series of drought years. Since funds
from the grant have become available, a one-acre pond has been partially cleaned of accumulated silt and
a part of the floor shelled, hardened
and planted with seed oysters. Engineering work for the control of salinity is also underway, with pipe
lines and a pump installed.
Lunz points out that until the oyster industry can no longer make a
success of harvesting the more or less
wild crop of oysters in the natural
waterways of the State, it seems unlikely that pond cultivation of oysters
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will be widely adapted. He adds,
however, that in addition to producing better quality oysters, the cultivation and growing of oysters in ponds
provides valuable information, particularly in solving such problems as
how to control oyster diseases and
predation.
The oyster industry in South Carolina annual harvests between threequarters of a million and a million
bushels of oysters, which m e an s
around one-half million pounds of
meat, worth $500,000 to the oystermen. The greatest portion, 85 per
cent, is canned, while 13 per cent is
used in the raw-shuck trade and two
per cent are sold in the shell.
Practically all oysters grow intertidally, with South Carolina t i d e s
ranging from four and one-half to
eight feet above mean low water. The
range at Bears Bluff is about six feet.
Oyster farming, or cultivation, in
the State is extremely simple. Shells
are planted in May and the wild crop
is harvested 18 months later. One of
the greatest drawbacks to good quality oyster production is "wrap-up," or

the crowding of oysters on cultch.
This is due to the long setting season,
the intensity of the setting and the
low mortality of the young.
In case, you're not familiar with
terms such as "cultch" and "setting,"
here's a good place for a brief outline
of the oyster's life history, as given by
Lunz.
Life History
For a few days after hatching from
the egg, the young oyster is freeswimming and has somewhat the appearance of a very small clam. After
several days of free-swimming existence-the time dependent to some extent on temperature-the young oyster must find some fairly smooth,
hard surface in the water on which it
can settle down. Once it finds a suitable surface it rapidly cements itself to it, and there it will remain for
the rest of its life. This process of cementing itself to some suitable surface is known as "setting." At this
stage the young oyster is known as a
"spat," and it usually referred to by
this term from the time of setting,
when it is approximately 1-32 an inch
in size until it is one inch or 1½ inch
in size.
Young oysters will set on almost
any type of fairly clean, firm material
which is not covered with mud. They
seem to set very well on wood, rock,
glass, tin, rubber or shell. In cultivating oysters it is practical to put down
suitable material, as listed above, on
which to catch a set of young oysters.
Oyster shells, the meats of which
have been removed by oystermen, is
the most readily available and most
suih,ble type of material. However,
any material which is placed overboard for the purpose of catching a
set of oysters is known as cultch.
Early Work
Lunz began his experimental work
on pond production in 1944 when a
small basin was dug in the marsh
near Wappoo Heights, a Charleston
suburb. The preliminary working of
this pond was encouraging and by
late 1945 a suitable area for larger
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE

pond~ was found on Wadmalaw Island on the property of H. Jermain
Slocum.
Here finger-like marsh sloughs extended into the high land. With a
normal six-foot rise and fall of tide
these sloughs were alternately flooded
and drained.
Construction of the ponds was simple, a small dike being extended from
high land to high land to enclose the
sloughs, with flood gates installed.
Three-foot sections of concrete pipe
were cemented together but these
proved unsatisfactory, because of settling and the resulting leaks. Later,
automatic cast-iron flood gates on 20foot culverts were placed in the dikes
and these lasted eight years before
small leaks developed.
The ponds were provided with
overflow spillways placed at about
r1ormal high tide elevations, so that
on spring tides the ponds always received additional water. The dikes
were planted with Spartina patens, a

Oysters in the experimental pond at Bears Bluff Laboratories showed good growth, considerably better than
the average wild oyster. (Bears Bluff photo.)

tough, wire-like marsh grass, and
have held up remarkably well, despite
being covered several times by hurricane tides.
Once the ponds were flooded and
kept under water, the marsh vegetation died out. The floor of the ponds
was shelled to harden the bottoms
and seed oysters were brought in.
The seed oysters were collected in
the usual spat bags and on cementdipped egg crates.
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Cluster oysters are not as desirable as the larger single ones but both clusters and singles grew well in the
experimental pond. (Bears Bluff photo.)
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Growth Was Good
These oysters grew faster than
those in the nearby creeks and rivers.
They were fat and showed good condition, with excellent flavor. On hard
beds, good quality seed produced
good q u a 1i t y single oysters, with
marketable singles produced in two
years. In soft areas in the ponds, using cultch with a heavy set of young,
typical cluster type oysters were produced. These too had good flavor,
fine quality and fast growth. Although oysters spawned in the ponds,
the set was negligible.
The ponds were in the peak of
their production during the years of
normal to excessive rainfall, the salinity from 1944 through 1948 ranging
from 20 o/ 00 downward. (This means
20 parts of salt to every 1,000 parts of
water. Ocean salinity is 32-35 o/ 00.)
The ponds were drained and flushed
every few months to cultivate and
study the oysters.
Up to 1950, only small plot plantings were made but in 1950 the ponds
were stocked and cultivated to produce 2,000 bushels per acre, most of
the oysters being of the cluster type.
This would be between one and two
tons of oysters meats.
After 1950, the ponds were not
drained and flushed as frequently as
before and a series of drought years
followed. Salinities climbed from 20
o/ 00 to 29 0/ 00. Some fresh water
was available from a fresh-water
(C
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The average citizen regards a game
warden as a more or less necessary
evil, whose only interest is to see that
the game laws are enforced. But there
are quite a few people scattered over
the State who are thankful that wardens do not confine themselves to law
enforcement, and that they have good
boats, motors and radios to use in
rescue efforts.
Take Joe Newell, a Moncks Corner
attorney, who'd gone out on the
Cooper river after ducks early on the
morning of December 11, one of the
roughest days of the winter. Mr.
Newell's motor broke down and with
the river deserted because of the cold
winds and rough water there was no
one to help him out. The high wind
made paddling impossible and his
boat was driven into the marsh. Night
fell with the temperature far below
freezing and Newell numb with cold.
His wife had informed friends when
he did not return and around 10 o'clock
that night Supervisor A. M. Flood,
Jr., was called. He immediately contacted game wardens of the area by
radio and they joined members of the
sheriff's department, the Civil Air Patrol and other volunteers at landings
on tne river, all keeping in contact
by radio. At this time the temperature
was 12 degrees with a 40-mile wind
whipping down the river.
Flood, with Dr. J. M. Williams of
Moncks Corner as a volunteer companion, put in the river around 11 :30
and started the search, the rough
water keeping all other boats ashore.
The motor was soon covered with
several inches of ice but despite this
ran perfectly through the r o u g h
water. Between 1:30 and 2 o'clock
they sighted the feeble beam of New-
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ell's flashlight and found him almost
unconscious from the cold. After taking Newell aboard, Flood found the
remote controls frozen solid, forcing
a slow trip to the nearest landing.
Newell was hurried to the hospital
with no ill effects except a little shock
from exposure, but it's doubtful if he
.could have lasted until morning.
Flood has plenty of kind words for
the dependable motors and rugged
boats with which wardens are provided, and says that without such
equipment it would have been suicidal to venture out on the river in
the darkness and the battering waves.
He also has high praise for the radios
that have proved so valuable in similar instances.
Take the Mt. Pleasant man and his
four-year-son who were found in the
Francis Marion National Forest after
their car had bogged down on a chilly
night. Game wardens, along with deputies, highway patrolmen, county police and members of the rescue patrol
hunted through the night and found
the pair the next morning.
Or take the dozens of lost or stranded
anglers and h u n t e r s who've been
helped or led to safety by game wardens on the State's reservoirs and
rivers, and in some of its wild swamps.
Or take the relatives of drowning victims who've seen the wardens join
other agencies in days of searching
for the bodies.
They know and are thankful that
a game warden's job often involves
more than checking licenses and making cases against game law violators.

Some Judges Can
Be M ighty Tough
Violators Find
If you think South Carolina magistrates are sometimes tough on game
law violators, you should consider the
recent sentences of judges in Arkansas
and Missouri.
Two men caught using an electrical
device to catch fish in Arkansas were
fined $1,000 each and one year in jail.
The judge later relented a little and
redu~ed the sentences to $500 and
one month in jail.
And a Missouri judge fined a Kansas City hunter $300 for killing three
mallards out of' season.
-

- -SCWRC- - - -

Though claims have been made
that a mountain lion kills about 300
of its favorite prey each year, careful
estimates by naturalists range from 35
to 100, and, in the case of deer, which
sometimes overpopulate their ranges,
this is often considered more beneficial than harmful.
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White pelicans are one of our largest American birds. The wingspread
reaches nine feet.

Game Warden
came

across

ot her day.

ER NEST JACKS O N of Spartanburg

this

sign

Jackson

down

says

the

in

Union

landowner

Co unty

had

th e

been

so bothered by poachers that he gave up on his
efforts to keep them off his la nd.
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New Theory .On Landlocked St ripers

-:-

There are several theories as to
how and when the striped bass in
Santee-Cooper and its tributaries b ecame landlocked. Some b elieve they
developed their landlocked characteristics after passage to and from the
ocean was cut off by the dams. Others
believe the landlocked strip_e rs are
descendants of fish that came through
the locks in the Pinopolis dam.
However, Dr. Edward C. Raney of
Cornell University believes that the
upstream "race" of striped bass, cut
off from free access to the sea by the
construction of the Pinopolis dam,
were functionally landlocked for centuries prior to that event. That is, the
research studies indicate that few if
any of these fish migrated to and from
the ocean, even when it was physically possible. Rather, they apparently
moved back and forth within the upper hundred miles or so of these original waters.
Dr. Raney, probably the nation's
top authority on the striped bass, has
b een particularly interested in the
Santee-Cooper situation, where the
nation's only landlocked stripers are
prospering and multiplying in phenomenal numbers. He has made several studies on the reservoir, along
with Chief of Fisheries Jefferson C.
Fuller, Jr. , Project Leader Robert E.
Stevens and former Project Leader
George Scruggs.
Dr. Raney, quoted by Robert H.
Stroud in the Sport Fishing Institute
Bulletin, takes a rather dim view of
the possible success of stocking other
inland waters with the stripers, b elieving "most such a t t e m p t s are
doomed to failure." H e bases his conclusion on known factors that are
critical in the life history of the
striped bass in the Santee-Cooper.
The most important of these is the
length of time the fertilized eggs and
newly hatched larvae must remain
suspended in well-oxygenated water
to avoid death from smothering. Lack
VoL. 5, No.
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Studies by fisheries technic ia ns have revealed that the area around the Wateree-Congaree junction is on e
of the main spawning grounds of Santee-Coop er's landlocked striped

bass.

Here a fine-mesh nylon

net is

being used to collect striped bass eggs floating down the river.

of sufficient current or turbulence
would p ermit them to sink into the
bottom sediment, where they would
b e destroyed.
A minimum of 70 hours and a maximum of six weeks represents the extremes of possible need, the actual
requirement falling somewhere in between . Perhaps, with a current of one
mile per hour, a river-reservoir system
in excess of 100 miles long will represent a minimum requirement for successful striped bass reproduction. The
presence of extensive areas characterized by pronounced turbulence that
would serve to keep eggs and larvae
suspended in the water could probably substitute for much of this linear
dimension.
The D epartment's fish eries biologists are still hopeful the landlocked
stripers can b e established in some of
the State's other reservoirs and stock-

ing efforts are b eing continued. So far,
there has b een no evidence of reproduction from the 300 adult stripers
placed in Lake Greenwood in J anuary, 1955, but these fish did not come
from Santee-Cooper proper but from
the tailrace canal below it. The latest
stocking involves small stripers seined
in Lake Marion and Lake Greenwood,
Lake Murray and Catawba-Wateree
will each receive 5,000 fish. The stocking was discontinued with the coming
of cold weather last winter, the small
fish moving out into the deep er water,
but it will b e resumed this spring.
---:SCWRC---

The rattlesnake develops new fangs
about every three months, generally
swallowing the old ones as they become embedded in the snake's prey.
It sheds its skin approximately three
times a year, each time adding a new
ring to its rattle.
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Here

Once Upon A Time
There Were

·,

Man must have shelter, just like wildlife, and with the trend toward suburban living, more and more little
housing development. like this are being built around our cities and towns-each of them removing that
much more land from wildlife habitat. (Photo by Finlay.)

The future of quail and of
quail hunting does not depend
upon laws or upon law enforcement; it depends upon land use.
The first obligation of the land is
to support man and supply his
needs, but man also has an obli-

.

What's The
gation to the 1 a n d-to use it
wisely, for his benefit and the
benefit of others.
A landowner can have quail
on his property, but sometimes

And Here

Man must travel and tens of thousands of acres of land that were once wildlife habitat are now covered with
pavement. Here a state highway crosses the interstate highway from Columbia to Greenville. A 300-loot
right-of-way for a highway like this takes up over 36 acres per mile.

8
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And Not So Long Ago

Quail

And Here

Man must have food and our constantly increasing population makes greater and greater demands on th e

land . Wide fields like this produce food for man but the quail and rabbits that once lived here are gonepushed back to where there is lood and cover. (Photo by Finlay.)

rabbits. If there's sufficient cover
Answer?
but little food he can put out
he must pay a little price, or some patches of bicolor or other
sacrifice a few dollars. A field quail food. He can pen up his
corner left unplowed or a hedge- dogs during the nesting season
row left unburned might support and protect the eggs and young
a covey of quail, along with some birds.

And Here

:i'

Man wants his land to bring him money and for much ol South Carolina's land pines are the best money
producers. O f course, much of the state ' s best wildlife habitat has pines, along with other trees and plants,
but a planting like the one above can be described only as a " biological desert " , as far as wildl ile is
concerned.
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This screw-worm infested buck would have lived on ly a few days when a hunter's gun put him out of his

.

misery.

State's Deer Herd Suffers
Da_mage From Screw-worm
By FRANK P. NELSON
Pittman-Robertson Coordinator

Moderate to severe damage to deer
herds from screw-worm in certain local areas occurred during the late
summer and early fall of last year, the
first outbreak of major importance
since 1949-50, w h e n c onsiderable
damage was experienced.
Livestock suffered considerably,
although most animals were saved by
treatment, and hunt in g dogs and
household pets were also affected.
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There are no definite figures as to
the total kill of deer but a cursory investigation indicates that as far as
wildlife populations were concerned
the areas of heavy damage were confined to Charleston, Beaufort and
Darlington counties, with lesser damage in Jasper, Berkeley and Georgetown. Most of Hampton, Allendale
and Colleton suffered only s 1 i g h t
damage, while several of the eastern

counties reported relatively insignificant losses. Overall, the screw-worm
losses were confined largely to the
coastal counties, with the greatest
losses occurring south of the city of
Charleston.
There is considerable evidence that
the greatest losses occurred on forest
holdings in which there was a noticeable density of ticks. Although the
evidence is not conclusive, it is presumed that, in many more instances
than we realize, screw-worm invasions in host animals are of secondary
nature, following or coincidental with
tick bites. There is further evidence,
also not conclusive, that tick populations are held in check by periodic
controlled burning of woodlands, resulting in lower tick infestation to
deer found in this type forest. Where
burning, controlled or otherwise, has
occurred on extensive areas, the deer
are much more free of external parasites, particularly ticks.
There was practically no mortality
attributed to screw-worms on the cooperative game management area of
the Francis Marion National Forest,
where regular burning is practiced,
and there is a relatively low density
of ticks. On fire -free Bull's Island during the one-week public archery hunt
in December approximately 50 carcasses were observed, the mortality
attributed to screw-worm. An estimate of the total deer mortality due
to screw-worms on the Palmetto Bluff
tract in Beaufort county is 400, with
approximately 150 carcasses having
been observed.
Damage Scattered
It may be assumed from the reports of field men that heavy damage
occurred only in local isolated instances, even though there were general
infestations in entire counties.
South Carolina is fortunate in not
having consistently high screw-worm
populations year after year, as do our
neighbors to the south-Florida and
parts of Georgia. The farmer's climatic situation allows the over-wint ering of adult and resting (pupae)
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE
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forms of screw-worm throughout the
state northward to a point about 50
miles south of the Florida-Georgia
border. With a series of warm winters the screw-worm gradually extends its range until a severe winter
wipes them out back to their regular
haunts. (This winter's severe weather
is believed to have largely wiped
them out in the State and little or no
infestation is expected next year.)
Some of the more interesting facts
about the screw-worm are as follows:
1. The adult fly is similar in shape
but slightly larger than the ordinary
housefly. It is bluish-green and has
three stripes down the back.
2. Adults are capable of laying several hundred eggs in a four-day period, usually at the rate of 200-400
daily.
3. The eggs are cemented to an
open wound on a warm-blooded animal in a pattern that appears "shingled" or overlapping. Ordinary maggot or blowfly eggs are not arranged
in this precise manner, but are more
haphazardly placed.
4. In a matter of hours, usually 612, the eggs hatch and the tiny larvae
burrow into the living flesh.
5. Larvae continue to grow and
persist in the wound from 3-10 days
and then drop to the ground and burrow in.
6. While in the soil, the worms
change to the pupae or resting form
and emerge from 7-14 days later as
adult flies capable of egg-laying in
3-5 days, thereby continuing the infestation of other or the same warmblooded host animals.
7. Adult fly populations migrate
into uninfested areas at the rate of 35
miles a week.
8. Temperatures and other natural
factors determine the length of time
the screw-worm remains in its three
life cycle forms. The average life
cycle from egg to egg occupies about
24 days.
Buck deer appear much more susceptible to infestation t h a n does,
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since their antler-rubbing habit in
early fall frequently results in cuts or
abrations at the base of the antlers,
which become possible entry points
for screw-worm. In addition they may
be wounded in fights with other
bucks, or by hunter's buckshot.

Conservation
Camp Dates Are
June 1-7 At
Cheraw Park

Temperature Important
Several factors determine the incidence of screw-worms adults, larvae
and pupae. Temperature is the most
important. Pupae resting in the soil
over winter are killed if the average
daily temperature remains below 54
degrees for two months or more, while
extreme low temperatures can kill
them in shorter periods.
Natural biological control of pupae
occurs on a limited scale from predatory beetles, ants and other organisms. This, however, is not effective
along in controlling outbreaks.
Although stock and domestic animals can be treated and cured there
has been no effective way of curing
the infestation of wild animals, which
is almost invariably fatal. Now, however, a plan of attack against screwworms on a nation-wide scale has
been designed. Actually, this is applied only to the over-win t e r in g
areas of Florida, southern Texas and
Mexico.

The S. C. Conservation Camp will
be held at Camp Forest in Cheraw
State Park for the fourth straight
year. The dates are Jun e 1-7.
Co-sponsors of the Conservation
Camp are th e Garden Club of South
Carolina and the South Carolina
Wildlife F ed eration, who select 40
girls and 40 boys from over tlie state
because of their interest in outdoor
education and conservation. Applications should be sent to Mrs. H elen
Murdaugh, 471 Glover St., S. E.,
Orangeburg, S. C. for the girls and
to Dan T. McKeithan, Darlington ,
S. C. for the boys. Only students who
are now high school freshmen and
sophomores are eligible.
Instructors will include members
from such resource agencies as the
S. C. Commission of Forestry, U. S.
Soil Conservation Service, S. C. Wildlife Resources D epartment, U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, Red Cross. and
various colleges in the state. Camp
director this year will be Gordon H .
Brown, education assistant of the
S. C. Wildlife Resources Dept.
Classes and activity will b e offered
in boat and water safety, forestry,
soil conservation, water resources, fish
study and fishing, compass work, and
natural history study in birds, snakes,
mammals and other wildlife.

The new plan consists of raising
sterile adult flies under artificial conditions for release in sections of country most heavily infected with the
wild flies. Sterility is accomplished by
exposing the adults to radiation. An
untreated female mated with a treated
male will produce infertile eggs; and
likewise a treated female when mated
to an unradiated male will lay eggs
that do not hatch.
Release of treated adults in affected
areas will be at a rate 5-10 times as
great as the existing population of
flies. The hope is that by liberating
treated flies over two winters and the
summer in b etween, the eradication
of screw-worm can be attained in the
southeast.

---SCWRC---

The commercial catch of lake trout
in Lake Michigan was 5½ million
pounds in 1946 but by 1953 the lamprey eel had cut it down to 402
pounds. Fisheries men are fearful the
eel may get established in other inland waters, particularly the TVA
lakes. Persons importing minnows are
urged to inspect the shipments closely
to see that they contain none of the
killer eels.
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A SPORTING FAMILY OF THE OLD
SOUTH by Harry Worcester Smith, with
which is included REMINISCENCES OF
AN OLD SPORTSMAN by Frederick Gustavus Skinner. Published for private subscription in 1936 by J. B. Lyon Company,
Albany, N. Y. There are several types of
book reviewers and of book reviews but I
will deal only with the former. At the top
of the list we have the established reviewer
in some medium of considerable circulation,
to whom the publishers are glad to send
books in hopes of favorable comment. (They
even get books without asking for them.)
Next on the list is the conscientious reviewer, with no particular readership, who
gets some books sent to him and has to ask
for others. There is also the individual who
is trying to build up a personal library and
operates on a quid pro quod basis-you
send me the book and I'll review it, probably favorably.
In no case does the reviewer pay for the
book; therefore, I've violated the cardinal
rule of all reviewers by buying a book
(cash) because I thought I'd like it, and
then liking it so much I wanted to share
my pleasure-therefore, this review. One
drawback to sharing the pleasure is that
the book is no longer in print, as far as I
know, and can be secured only at old book
stores. I found mine at Gittman's here in
Columbia.
The book is divided into two parts. In
the first 60 pages the author tells of the interest he developed in the writings of John
Stuart Skinner (1788-1851), founder and
editor of the American Farmer, 1819, and
the American Turf Register, 1829; and the
much more entertaining writings of his son,
Frederick Gustavus Skinner, Mr. Smith tells
of his research and the eventual happy discovery of their descendants, like the earlier
Skinners, gentlemen and sportsmen. These
60 pages are fairly interesting, if only to
give b etter understandings and appreciation
of the remainder of the book, but the real
delight starts on Page 61 and runs for some
400 more pages of articles written by F. G.
S. in Turf, Field and Farm in the 1880's.
These reminiscences deal mainly with the
sporting ( outdoor sporting) life of a young
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man of wealth and family in Maryland and
other points, in the 1830's. He describes
quail, grouse, waterfowl and deer hunting
in his native Maryland and° Virginia; fishing, huntiiig and killing alligators in Mississippi; an excursion into the then wilds of
Louisiana and the killing of bear and panther;
wild boar, stag and rabbit hunting in France,
where he spent much of his boyhood as a
protege of Lafayette, a friend of his father;
quail shooting in Egypt following the War
for Southern Independence; and a few hunting experiences between duties and battles
during The War.
I won't discuss the style except to say
that it's delightful, rambling pleasantly along
and getting to its destination with a few
little side trips that are as pleasant as the
main journey.
The amazing feature of the book is the
insight of F. G. S. and his almost uncanny
predictions of things to come in hunting and
fishing. In expressing these views he probably uses writer's license and puts them in
the mouths of various companions, notably
his hunting mentor, The Chief. For instance,
The Chief speaking in the 1830's: "I am of
the opinion that if the teachers of all our
rural schools would give the children in
their charge simple elementary lessons in
the natural history of their own districts
they would do more for the protection of
birds and game and all useful creatures than
all the laws ever enacted."
The Chief also expressed the opinion that
there is a great deal of humbug about fishing tackle in general, and flies in particular.
"There are a great many people in the
world," he says, "who, reading Walton and
other fascinating books on the 'gentle art'
become ardent anglers; but it is only in
fancy-they are aways preparing to go
a-fishing but never go. Not to be behind
the times, they purchase all the new books
on angling, and all the new devices for the
sport. They spare no expense, and it is to
captivate the fancy of these and to make
their counters more attractive that tackle
dealers exhibit innumerable new contrivances as expensive as they are useless."
To prove that there's nothing new under
the sun, particularly in arguments over

hunting methods, The Chief states that,
"The application of the percussion (cap) to
the fowling piece was a great injury to field
sports and a rebellion against that Providence which had created the partridge exclusively for the delectation of the gentry."
He agreed with Hawker that "the substitution of the percussion after the exquisite
flintlocks of Nock and Egg and other great
and expensive guns in shooting on the wing
had put the vulgar pot-hunter on a par with
th e gentleman."
( Compare this with the comments when
pumps and automatics first came into use;
and consider some future date when the
hunter with an atomic shotgun looks sneeringly down on the "meathog" who downs
his game with a death ray device.)
F. G. S., who is credited with some by
bringing the beagle to America, much preferred the b eagle to the hound for driving
deer, something that some modern hunters
are learning.
In praising the beagle he goes on to say:
"I venture to predict that sooner or later
they will be in greater demand in this country than any other sporting dog. One obvious reason for this is the fact that around
our centers of population the hare (rabbit),
the legitimate quarry of the beagle, will
survive all our feathered game and be the
very last of our ferae naturae to become
extinct through the criminal violation of
our game laws. Already quail and other
game have to be sought for at points more
and more remote and their pursuit has become too expensive for the majority, and
these will by degrees give up the pointer
and setter and take to hunting hares nearer
home with the beagle."
F. G. S. loved not only hunting and fishing but all nature. After watching a great
tree felled to kill one two-bit coon he remarks: "From my childhood I have deplored the inconsiderate levity with which
our people will destroy the noblest trees,
and according to my personal theology, if
there be any punishment in the hereafter,
there must be some penalty provided for
the irreverent fool who will, without sufficient reason, destroy in a few minutes the
majestic growth of hundreds of years."
Or speaking of a trout stream that he
had fished 50 years before: "Alas for the
angler! progressive agriculture-as it is
called-has straightened the noble stream,
destroyed its teeming pools, and converted
it into vulgar ditch."
But if you think F . G. S. was a sobersided prophet of doom, banish the thought.
The goods things of life, particularly food
and drink, in pleasant company, m ean t
much to him, and his capacity for the latter
might shock members of the Anti-Saloon
League. However, there's nothing in his
(Continued on page 19)
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Life Of Blue Crab Studie~ By Scientists
State and federal scientists w i 11
team up shortly to pry into the secret
life of the Blue Crab. Is the South
Carolina Blue Crab a stay-at-home or
does he wander from one river system to another?
"That is not a $64,000 question,"
said G. Robert Lunz, director of Bears
Bluff Laboratories on Wadmalaw Island, "but it is an unanswered question on a fishery worth four times
$64,000 each year to the crab fishermen of our state."
Early in January, Charles Walburg,
Kenneth Fishler and Donald Dudley
of the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries together with biologists and
crewmen from Bears Bluff Laboratories will board South Carolina's research vessel, the T-19, to commence
a crab-tagging program.
Plans call for catching some 2,000
crabs in the vicinity of Bears Bluff
and fixing a red plastic tag to the
back of each crab. The tagged crabs
will be released in the North Edisto
River system. How far and how fast
these crabs move about will be determined by recapturing the crabs which
have been tagged.
The bright red tags, one and a half
inches long by a quarter inch wide
will be wired to the back of the crab.
Each tag bears a serial number and
complete information where to return
the tag. A reward will be offered for
each tag returned.

Arms Instruction
Is Asked By SCWF
Persons applying for hunting licenses for the first time would get instruction in the safe and proper handling of firearms under a resolution
adopted by the board of directors of
the South Carolina Wildlife Federation.
It was suggested that instructions
could be placed in the hands of local
VoL. 5, No. I-WINTER, 1958
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This blue crab is one of 2,000 that are being caught, tagged and released in a cooperative program of the
Federal Bureau of Commercial Fisheries and Bears Bluff Laboratories. (Bear5 Bluff photo.)

Crabbers-for-fun as well as crabbers-for-funds are asked to return the
tags at once to help solve the problem
of crab migration. Return envelopes
for mailing in the recaptured tags will
be placed at each crab packing plant
from Mount Pleasant to Bluffton.

Both Walburg and Lunz agree that
this joint federal-state study is an important one. It will help to determine
if the crabbing industry can recruit
its catch from other geographical
areas or is entirely dependent on
crabs grown in its own area.

chapters of the Federation in cooperation with the Wildlife Resources
Department.
In adopting the resolution, the directors called attention to the great
number of deaths from the accidental
discharge of firearms, particularly
among young people.

factured in the nation are fired at the
cottontail.
Squirrels are the second most popular target, with 14 per cent, and quail,
with 13.9 per cent, are ahead of ducks
and geese, which are the targets of
10.5 per cent of the shells fired. Pheasants are responsible for 9.5 per cent,
doves 7 per cent and other game 3.5
per cent.
Trap and skeet account for 12 per
cent of the shells fired.

---SCWRC---

The rabbit is our most popular
game animal, the Remington Arms
Company estimating that 29.6 per
cent of all the shotgun shells manu-
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DR . W . D. GENTRY and JACK MARTIN, both of Clemson, proudly display their seven-point, 160-pound buck
killed on the Forks Managem e nt Area. Its good condition indicates that the food supply is ample and of
good qua Iity.

First Deer Hunt Is Held
On Forks Management Area
By PAUL SHRAUDER
Project Leader, Sumter National Forest Management Area

•

Deer hunting in west-central South
Carolina was a dream of the pastand a faint hope of the future-when
27 deer trapped in the low-country
were released in the Forks area of
Edgefield and McCormick county in
the winter of 1951-52; but in just six
years the population had increased
until a _short open season was allowed
last December.
Like many up-state and Piedmont
areas the habitat was favorable for
both deer and turkey but these fine
game species had been wiped out by
heavy hunting pressure. Turkeys were
absolutely gone and only an occassional deer strayed into the area from
the swamps farther down the Savannah river. But technicians of the
vVildlife Resources D epartment were
convinced that with restocking, protection, and some management prac-
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tices both deer and turkey could be
reestablished.
So the D epartment, the U.S. Forest
Service and private landowners cooperated in an agreement to establish
a state sanctuary in the vicinity of
Edgefield, North Augusta and Clarks
Hill. The sanctuary consisted of 12,000 acres adjoining the Savannah
River and Stevens Creek, the selected
land affording favorable habitat for
both deer and turkey.
Along with the 27 deer, 13 turkeys
were stocked that first winter and
three more turkeys were added the
following winter. This provided the
breeding stock necessary to propagate the management area and surrounding t erritory. Clearings were
planted with winter grasses and legumes to provide food in the critical
late winter period. With the cooperation of the local residents and protec-

tion afforded by game wardens of
Edgefield and McCormick counties,
the game increased each year until
last fall the deer population was estimated at around 600, sufficient to allow a short open season. The turkeys
have also increased at a satisfactory
rate and last spring 10 broods were
counted, giving promise of a turkey
season at some future date.
With the decision to allow a short
deer season, the following conditions
were imposed :
1. The hunt was to be held D ecember 9-11 and limited to 100 hunters
per day. (Due to the cold, wet
weather, some of the permit holders
did not show up for the hunt.)
2. Consent to hunt on private land
was mandatory but all U. S. Forest
Service land was open to hunting.
3. Shotguns only, using buckshot,
were permitted.
4. Permits were transferrable when
accompanied by the tag.
5. No dogs were permitted on the
hunt.
6. All State and Federal laws applied and a regular hunting license
was required.
7. No additional charge was made.
8. Antlered deer, foxes and wildcats only could be taken.
Although many hunters saw deer,
only one was killed, a fine sevenpoint, 160-pound buck downed by Dr.
W. D. Gentry of Clemson. Another
buck was wounded and five other
hunters had shots but missed. Several
foxes were killed and one wildcat was
fired at but missed. A good many
turkeys, squirrels, rabbits, quail and
ducks were also observed.
Inclement weather and unfamiliarity with dee hunting and with the
territory were the principal reasons
for the low deer kill and a higher kill
is expected next year. However, the
hunt should b e considered a success
as most hunters saw game and enjoyed their day in the woods.
Dogs Banned
The most general comment made
on the returned permit cards was that
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE

hunters be allowed to use dogs on
the area. This matter had been studied quite thoroughly during the early
summer meetings at which plans for
the hunts were formulated and it had
been decided that the use of dogs
would be against the best interests of
the deer population.
Unlike the hunting areas of the
coastal plain, few extensive swamps
and expanses of jungle-like undergrowth occur in this section. Since
there is little water or dense cover to
afford a means of escape, the probability of a pack of dogs catching and
killing deer is considerably greater.
If the dogs do not kill the deer, there
is a good possibility of them driving
the deer into a less favorable habitat.
This unfavorable habitat might result
in an underdeveloped body, small
antlers and less fawn production. The
possibility also exists of a deer not
breeding if chased into an area unfrequented by other deer. Then, too,
these dogs would present a problem
during the non-hunting season.
All in all the program to reestablish
deer and turkey in this area must be
considered a success, and one that
gives promise that other up-state area
undergoing similar management and
protection will before long provide
hunting for the majestic turkey and
the graceful deer.
Five other game management areas
have been set up in Western South
Carolina by the Wildlife Resources
Department, in cooperation with the
U. S. Forest Service. These areas,
ranging from 12,000 to 26,000 acres,
are located near Plum Branch, Abbeville, Clinton, Whitmire and Union.
They have been stocked with deer
and turkey and posted against all
hunting for at least five years.
Prospects Good
Reproduction of both deer and turkey on these lands has been fair to
excellent and populations are building up with an amazing rapidity in
most of the management areas. Since
a safe, undisturbed breeding area is
not only helpful but necessary in
VoL. 5, No.
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This healthy doe speeds away from the truck that has brought her from the Francis Marion National Forest to
her new home in the Piedmont. ( Photo by Finlay.)

propagating a particular game species, absolutely no hunting is allowed
on those management areas and all
violators are prosecuted. (For stocking figures on various up-state areas
see the story in this issue on the Francis Marion turkey project.)
All lands in the Sumter National
Forest belong to the U. S. Forest
Service and, with the exception of the
six management areas, are open to
public hunting, in accordance with
State and Federal hunting regulations.
With the cooperation of the public
toward our program and protection

by the county wardens, there is no
reason why most of the Piedmont
lands can not support good populations of deer and turkey, as does the
Forks area and vicinity at the present
time.
----SCWRc·- - - -

Proceeds from the $2.00 stamps, required of all migratory waterfowl
hunters who have attained the age of
16, are used to finance the federal
government's waterfowl refuge and
law enforcement programs.
---SCWRC·---

White ants are not ants but termites.
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TABLE II
TURKEY R E L EASE RESULTS

Name and
County

Status

I
. .

. . ...........

,.

. . ... . . ....
... . . . . .. . . .

I

W ambaw Swp . .. . .. ....
Charleston . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I
Francis
I
Marion NF I

Gen. Pickens
Oconee
Beaufort

..

.... I
.. 1

. . . .

.

. .

l

1952
1952
1953
1957

M,,r. 1954

Mar. 1954

I

I

. . . .

I Sumter
NF

. I

. ..

..

Enoree Rv . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Union
.... . .. . .. . . ..
L aurens . . . . . . . . .......
0

16

II

Mar. 1956
Mar. 1957

I

i

I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I

1
4

-

5

6
4
9
22
41
16

.5

I

I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

2
3

I
I
I

17
5

I
I
I

2

I
I

I

I

I Evaluation

33

28

I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

-

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

5

Successful

Stationary

Uncertain

Stationary

Uncertain

Stationary

Uncertain

0
None

I
I

I

5

Increasing
7 broods

11

I

I

Successful

I
I

24
11

3

7
0

-

7

18

I

I

Common

3

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Common

0
0

3
2

11

Increasing
10 broods

7

13

15

I

5

I

5

None

2
5

12

-

I

I

0
5

I

I

10
2
12

I

5

11

I

-

5

1
1
4

I

-

2

1
4

None

30

2
0

I

25

I

Mar. 1957

-

12

I
Mar. 1957

-

7

I

I
Sumter
NF

Trends and
Broods '57

-

27

4
8

-

0
9
1
15
0
5

-

2
5

I

)
Stomp Sprs.
Newberry
Laurens .....

-

Mar. 1955

Sumter
NF

3
22
4
15
57

I

I

Private"

.. . .. .

I

Sep.
D ec .
Mar.
Mar.

State
GMA

I

I

Mar. 1952
Mar. 1954

Bear's Is. ........ . ...
Colleton . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Prerelease
Occurrence

Hen

2
2
2
7
4
10

2
11

Mar. 1951
Mar. 1957

State
GMA

. . . .
. . . .

1951
1952
1953
1953
1953
1955

Mar. 1951
Sep. 1951

Federal
Refuge

Gobbler

No.

I

I

Francis
Marion NF

Bull's Is. . . .............
Charleston .. . ......... .

Date
Mar.
Mar .
Mar.
Sep .
D ec.
Mar.

State
Sanct.

Bethera ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Berkeley ..... . .... .. ...

Clemson
Pickens

I

Sumter
NF

Long Cane ... .
Edgefield . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McCormick . . . . . . .......

Marlboro

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

None

Common

I

II

I

I
I
I

None

I

I

I
I

I

Increasing
3 broods

Uncertain

I

Increasing
5 broods

I

Failure

I

I
I St::itionary
I
I

None

I

D isappeared

Successful

I

Successfu l

I
I
I
I

None

Increasing
2 broods

None

Increasing

I

I

Uncertain

i
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I
I
I
I
I

I

Uncertain

Stocked at owner"s expense.
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TABLE III

Francis Marion

FrnsT PUBLIC HuNT RESULTS (

(Continued from page 3)

derson, Cherokee, Greenville, Oconee,
Pickens, Saluda, Spartanburg, Union,
Edgefield and Laurens counties. All
these coons were ear-tagged and a
study of the recovered tags indicates
that in almost every ins t an c e the
coons were heading back toward the
low-country. This indicates that efforts to increase up-state coon populations by restocking from the lowcountry are of doubtful benefit.
PUBLIC HUNTING: In the face of
substantial increases in the number of
deer and turkeys and the severe competition between them for native and
cultivated foods, a program of limited
public hunting was initiated in 1956.
These i n c 1 u d e d archery and still
hunts on the Waterhorn tract prior
to the turkey season and drive hunts
on the Wambaw tract during the
open season on gobblers. (Table 3.)

1956)

Archery Hunt
Dates

1

October 8-12

·Hunters

I
.I
I
!

I :J::s
I
I
I
I

24

43½

Game
Taken

I

Wounded

I
I 2 bucks
I 1 hog
I

1 hog

Still Hunt
Dates
Nov. 1-2

\ Hunters

I
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I
I

98

I

Man
Days

I

143

I

Game
Taken

I

I

i 20 bucks ( I
0

)

Wounded
2 bucks

( •) 2 recovered by trail d og on leash.

Drive Hunts
Dates

\ Hunters

Nov. 28-30
....
Drives made from horseback.
Dec. 10-12
Drives made with dogs.
Dec. 19-21 ....
Drives made with dogs.

I

Game
Taken

Man

Days

I

Wounded

135

135

1 buck

None

120

120

3 bucks

1 buck

83

83

4 bucks
1 gobbler

2 bucks

.

Small-game was also taken on these hunts.

Looking back over the 10 years of
operation we can see that the project
has largely achieved the objectives
set up as the goal: the perpetuation of
our native wild turkey; the providing
of an annual overflow of game into
surrounding areas to i~prove hunting; the providing of deer and turkeys
for restocking; and fulfilling a portion
of the need for quality hunting.
---SCWRC---

Prizes

Puzzle-what's the man d oing? He's setting the net used in trapping wild turkeys on the Francis Marion.
The rope is attached to the projectile, backed by a powder charge, that will send the net over the feeding
turkeys.
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Each year the Greenville Chapter
of the Wildlife Federation offers $50
prizes to the 4-H Club and F. F. A.
Chapter in the county contributing
the most to the conservation of natural resources.
For 1957 the winners and runnersup were: 4-H-Fork Shoals, Fred C.
King, leader, first; Blue Ridge Senior
club, Mrs. H. A. Lindsey, leader, second; and West Dunklin, L. D. Cothran, leader, third; F . F. A.-Greenville High, J. T. Black, leader, first;
Taylors, W. F. Moore, leader, second;
and Greer, J. R. Parker, leader, third.
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Oysters
(Continu ed from page 5)

pond built by damming off one end
of one of the original sloughs, but
this water was never used to control
salinity in the oyster ponds.
Food conditions apparently changed
in the ponds b ecause the oysters no
longer b ecame fat. Polydora, mud
worm, infestation became heavier and
heavier and the boring sponge made
its appearance. A sudden mortality
spread outward from one edge of the
pond, possibly due to Dermocystidium, a fungus disease. Silting also b ecame a problem and the work was
practically abandoned when funds for
this typ e of work became non-existent
with the death of Mr. Slocum and the
exhaustion of a grant from the Hughes
Foundation and a G u g g en h e i m
fellowship.
Another reason for abandoning the
study was the fact that the fl.sh, crabs
and shrimp harvested from the ponds
when drained b egan to look more important economically. Experiments on
the growth of fl.sh and shrimp in experimental ponds indicated that from
six to eight per cent return can b e ex-

Two Columbians
Youngest Holders
.
Of State Licenses
The two youngest holders of fishing
licenses in South Carolina are undoubtedly John Michael Chambers
and D aniel Stephen Chambers, sons
of Mr. and J\tlrs. Carroll A. Chambers
of 905 D enny Road, Columbia.
John Michael was born June 25,
1956, and Daniel Stephen on Septemb er 19, 1957. Their grandfather, L. R.
Chambers, secured them fishing licenses dated the day of birth and has
bought them another license each
year since-license Numbers 17 and
18 b eing reserved for them.
Although a child does not need a
fishing or hunting license until h e is
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The let-down pond gives an indication of the number of oyst ers that can be produced on a small and
controlled area . (Bears Bluff photo .)

pected on the financial investemnt
necessary to construct a pond, probably greater than the return from an
oyster pond.
Return Is Unknown
Lunz says that he has not calculated the probable monetary return
from an oyster pond and that is one
of the problems on which he is now
working. The cost of managing an
oyster pond would b e considerably
greater than for shrimp or fl.sh, and it
is assumed the return on the investment would b e less, although the
amount of information available is

too limited to make any definite statements.
The experiments did prove that by
having available a supply of fresh
water, and by draining the ponds
frequently to discourage predation by
the usual oyster pests, and by the application of hard work and management, gooci quality oysters could be
produced in the marshes of South
Carolina. That was what Lunz set
out to prove and the resumption of
the experiments should produce even
more findings of scientific and eco-E. F .
nomic value.

12 years old, Mr. Chambers, an ardent fisherman, himself, b elieves the
accumulated licenses will be valued
mementoes as the boys grow older.

Under the present law, SanteeCooper has a 10-inch limit on bass
and six inches on other game fl.sh.
Lake Murray and Clarks Hill have
no size limits while Lake Greenwood
has no size limits except 10 inches for
bass. Catawba-Wateree has a limit of
10 inches on bass, other game fl.sh
except bream six inches and bream
five inches. The size limit on white
bass is six inches in Wateree Lake.
There is no state-wide limit on
game fl.sh, but in Game Zone One
there is a size limit of seven inches
for brook trout and eight inches for
rainbow; 10 inches for bass and six
inches for other game fl.sh.

---SCWRC---

Bill Eliminates
All Size Limits
On Santee-Cooper
A Bill to eliminate the size limits
on game fo,h in Santee-Cooper was
introduced in the General Assembly
this year by the Berkeley and Clarendon county delegations.
D epartment fisheries technicians
have recommended the removal of
size and creel limits for some species
to improve fishing in the State's reservoirs and several Acts providing for
this have b een passed in the past few
years.

---SCWRC---

The ringneck pheasant was first
transplanted from the Orient in 1881.
Now it is one of the principal game
birds of America.
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE

kind you'd like your friends to enjoy but
also the kind you value so highly you're
reluctant to lend it.
-E. F.

(Continued from page 12)
writing to indicate he suffered from his inhibi ng, except the occasional admission that
on a few mornings his shooting eye was
slightly off.
A favorite eye-opener of F. G. S. and his
friends when waking up to start a day of
sport was a couple of mint juleps before
breakfast, although if th e weather were very
cold hot milk punch might be substituted.
Additional liquid provisions were taken on
at appropriate intervals during th e day and
the evenin gs spent in rehashing the day's
sport were well-sweetened with various
potations.
There is also much mention of various
delectable dishes: broiled canvasb ack still
retaining th e body warmth; terrapins; Chesapeake oysters; and various ways of preparing different game, even the lowly squirrel.
All in all this is a d elightful book-the

Virginia Coturnix
Quail Is Killed
In Calhoun County
Although the Wildlife Resources
D epartment is neither raising nor
stocking Coturnix quail it seems certain South Carolina will have some of
them, since the little cousin of the
Bob White is a far-traveler.
A. F. Mims of St. Matthews killed
a banded Coturnix in Calhoun county
December 2 and returned the band to
the Virginia Commission of Game
and Inland Fisheries, receiving the
following letter:
"D ear Mr. Mims:
"Thank you very much for sending
us information on band number 2307
recovered from a bird killed in Central South Carolina.
"This bird was a Coturnix, a species of Japanese quail, with which w e
are currently experimenting and was
one of ten released on the farm of
John D eJarnette, Nathalie (Halifax
County), on October 10, 1957. W e ap-
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THE WARBLERS OF AMERICA, edited by Ludlow Griscom and Alexander
Sprunt, Jr., with contributions by many
noted ornithologists and color plates from
paintings by John H enry Dick. D evin-Adair
Co., 23 East 26th St. , New York 10. 365
pages . $15.00. This beautiful, and authoritative, book has everything, or rather
something for everybody. Although a "popular" book the most expert birder can learn
from it and the average, or b eginning,
birder can find new inspiration. Even the
person who knows or cares little about
birds will be impressed by the 33 beautiful
six-color off-set plates from watercolor
paintings of John H enry Dicks of Meggetts,
S. C., which are superbly reproduced . (The
above paragraph contains a lot of adjectives but they're all deserved.)
This book should be of particular interest
in South Carolina, not only because of Mr.
Dick's paintings, but also because Mr.
Sprunt is also a South Carolinian, living in
Charleston.

preciate you sending us this information, as we are very anxious to get
all possible data on the success of
these birds.
Very sincerely yours,
Chester F . Phelps,
Chief, Division of Game."
Another Virginia-raised Cotumix
released in October, 1956, was killed
in York county in February, 1957.

To show the scope of the book, consider
some of the chapters : "An Introduction to
the Warbler Family;" "The Classification of
Warblers;" "The T echniques of W arbler
Study;" "The Songs of Warblers ;" "The
Interpretation of Warbler Songs;" "A Comparison of the Foraging Ranges of Warblers;" "The Geographical Distribution of
W arblers."
The chapters on th e various warblers are
written b y recognized experts selected for
their knowledge of particular species and
a:!:eas .

The book marks th e first time the entire
Warbler family has been presented as a
whole-from Alaska to Argentina, from
New Foundland to th e W est Indies-and
th e first book on W arblers since F. M.
Chapman's book in 1910.
The reviewer has one regret-namely,
that someone more qualified did not review this book. However, th e complimentary cop y was addressed to him and he has
found that any time someone is asked to
write a review he expects the book as a
reward. And this is one book I intend to
hang on to.
-E . F .

passed the House last year and was
sent to the Senate. The Bill would
allow the Department to set seasons
and limits with the approval of the
majority of the delegations in the
various game zones.
South Carolina is one of the few
states in the nation where the game
department has no authority to set
seasons and limits, this being entirely
in the hands of the General Assembly.

---SCWRC- -- -

Federation Head
Asks Passage Of
Bill On Seasons
Alex M. Quattlebaum of Florence,
President of the S. C. Wildlife F ederation, announced recently that passage of the Bill to give the Wildlife
Resources Department the authority
to set seasons, limits and other regulations is one of the main aims ot the
Federation.
The Wildlife Resources Commission has also gone on record as favoring enactment of the Bill, which

CLEAN

THAT GUN

PREVENT FOREST AND GRASS FIRES
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Wildlife Resources Department
Columbia, S. C.
D ear Sir:
I own land in the two Carolinas
and have some good hunting territory.
I don't object to anyone hunting on
my places and my land is not posted,
and has never been posted. I try to
hunt and fish as a sportsman should
but some of the men I see hunting do
something that I don't think is sportsmanlike.
They go t h r o u g h the woods in
groups and don't hunt squirrels, or
even look for them. They hunt squirrel nests and when they find one they
shoot into it. The squirrels that they
cripple and do not kill dead jump out
and the hunters get them. The ones
that they kill dead stay in the nest to
rot. They also kill some opossums in
the nests.
I think we ought to have a law
against shooting into nests, with a
stiff fin e.
LARKIN COLEMAN,
Rt. 1, Box 119,
Duncan, S. C .

Some states have laws against shooting into squirrel nests but it's a hard
law to enforce, since the warden must
see the actual shooting. Any game
law usually refiects the thinking of
the mafority of the hunters and apparently the mafority of our squirrel
hunters want the law as it is. The
only solution is to convince them that
it's wise conservation, and to their
own best interests, to give game a
little extra protection by protecting
nests and den trees.
---SCWRC---

had been told about the film and the
word "Conservation;" in fact, three
months of such information-looking
up words in the dictionary, etc., has
been going on. Seeing this film will
serve as a "spring board" in the future for a better understanding of our
wildlife.
Thank you,
UTOPIA ELEMENTARY TEACHERS,
UTOPIA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,

Leesville, S. C.
( DEALVA w. HENDRIX)

S. C. Wildlife Commission
Columbia, S. C.
Your film , Cotton Tail, was shown
to one hundred and eighteen children
this p. m. Just that many rapt expressions made us happy we showed it.
While it was over elementary children's heads to a certain extentmaybe-from the first through the
sixth grade registered the highest
amount of interest.
Such words as "predation" and
"predators" had been explained-they

One of the most gratifying results
of the Department's educational efforts has been the response of many
teachers to the film loan program. The
Department has several films on various aspects of wildlife conservation
that are available for schools, civic
clubs, sportsmen's clubs or other
groups. These films are loaned without charge, except return postage and
insurance. Information on securing
the films can be obtained by writing
Box 303, Columbia.

on his own land. Any indication that
a quail had been shot would be prima
facie evidence of guilt.
Each quail sold for eating purposes
would have to carry a ten-cent tag.
The Department would have the
right to refuse or revoke licenses.
Sponsors of the Bill believe it would
encourage a profitable quail raising
industry in the State.

Although no definite program was
drawn up, it was suggested that the
instruction could be placed in the
hands of local chapters of the Federation, in cooperation with the Wildlife Resources Department.

•

Bill To Allow
Sale Of Quail
Is Introduced
A Bill to provide for the licensing
of quail breeders and the sale of penraised quail for eating purposes was
introduced in the General Assembly
with a number of legislators signing
the Bill as authors.
The Bill provides for a $25 license
for persons raising quail for sale, for
eating or other purposes, but no license would be required of a person
raising them as a hobby or for release
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---:SCWRC---

The Board of Directors of the S. C.
Wildlife F ederation has urged that
initial applicants for hunting licenses
get insh·uction in the safe and proper
handling of firearms.

---SCWRC - - -

The squirrel's name comes from
two Greek words-"skia" and "oura."
Literally, it means "he who holds his
tail over his back to shade himself."
---SCWRC---

Largest of cats next to the lion, the
male tiger may measure more than
ten feet from nose to tail tip and
weigh as much as 650 lbs.
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE
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Bojj
.

This bird dog has a real job on his hands in retrieving a big cock pheasant on the Pine Hill shooting preserve
in Union County, the first opened in the State.

Aiken County Public Library

Aiken SC

cletj

Save Jhem

.

Public lands mean much to America 's sportsmen and nature lovers, like this man packing into the western
mou ntains. The theme of Conservation Week this year, sponsored by the National Wildlife Federation, is
" Protect Our Public Lands."

